ProActive
Automate business processes
and workflow without
modifying existing core
business systems

“

ProActive allowed us to implement best practice
and automate procedures while keeping our
Enterprise solution vanilla. We streamlined
processes and reduced manual error.

”

The easy way to improve business processes
ProActive allows users to
implement an intelligent approach
to work flow automation. This
provides increased enterprise
functionality without modification
to the existing system.
- Monitor changes to any field within any IBM i database
- Trigger events depending upon the change that has occurred
- Create an audit log of file changes
- Run SQL statements
- Execute programs passing parameter from the before and after image
Run your enterprise solution the
way your business requires
WITHOUT customising the core
application. ProActive provides
powerful functionality that allows
your enterprise to improve
efficiency and reduce error.
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Create work flows to suit best
practice or bespoke processes. The
rules engine will allow you to apply
logic to events to trigger/launch
depending upon values and
variables.
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Your data, where, when and how you want it.
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An intelligent approach to workflow
automation
Intelligence
Using intelligent variable led
rules allows the enterprise to
follow process flows and can act
upon captured results and
values. Using logic such as ‘if’,
‘then’ and ‘else’ ProActive can
action steps in a process
depending on parameters
monitored or received from the
previous step. This powerful
workflow process enables the
business to add intelligence to
common and complex
procedures with the benefit of
streamlining processes.
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ProActive optimises the
efficiency of processes by
delivering ‘the right work to the
right people at the right time’.
Automating business processes
can be completed through
electronic receipt, processing
and management of work.
ProActive can trigger events and
events can be conditioned by
the changes that have occurred,
for example, only trigger this
event if the customer balance
now exceeds the credit limit.
Processes are automated,
secure and streamlined.

Automating processes not only
improves efficiencies but also
removes the potential for
manual input error. ProActive
will allow you to build in your
own business rules to ensure
that any input data outside
agreed field parameters will not
be accepted. In addition,
validation rules and routines for
data input can be implemented.
ProActive incorporates a virtual
terminal which allows you to
capture key strokes for
automating existing routines.

Your data, where, when and how you want it.
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Your business in action
Business
ProActive has been used to
streamline and improve many
areas of business. Below are
just a few examples of where
ProActive could be used:
i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

vi)

Create an audit
record of any price
changes to orders.
Notify credit control
whenever a
customer exceeds
their credit limit
Send an email or
SMS to a customer
when their order is
despatched
Keep files
synchronised in
another application
Warn purchasing
when items in stock
are low
Guide through
manufacturing
procedure using
logic based
workflow

Your data, where, when and how you want it.
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